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The Decarbonising Transport through Electrification (DTE) Network+ is a £1M
EPSRC funded multidisciplinary project addressing the challenges of implementing an
electrified, cost-effective, and holistically operating transport sector for the UK.
Principal Investigator of the DTE Network+ Professor Liana Cipcigan explains the
purpose of the network:

“The network will look to prepare the wider industry for decarbonisation
commissioning projects addressing short, medium and long-term challenges
associated with electric & autonomous vehicles, electric & hybrid aircraft and
electrification of rail along with associated infrastructures, developing a wider
strategy for decarbonisation of the transport sector through electrification.”

The network brings together academia, industry, and the public sector to work across
the major transport divisions of automotive, aerospace, rail and maritime. The
integrated, whole system approach of this network will explore drivers for change
within the transport system including technological innovation, individual mobility
needs and economic requirements for change, alongside environmental and social
concerns for sustainability and consider the role, social acceptance and impact of
policies and regulations. Multidisciplinary contacts across engineering, psychology,
economics, and policy are integrated into the network to facilitate detailed
investigation of cross cutting subject matters from the role of social acceptance to
the impacts of policy and regulation to maximise emission reduction.
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Thisdocument has beenproducedfollowing the recent DTE Network+launchevent and aimsto

set outaclear structuresurroundingthe researchtobecarriedoutwithinthisconsortium.Thiswill

be provided throughthree key sectionsofmaterial.

Thethree sections concern:

• The DTE Network+Structure: this includes a detailed overview of the holistic work stream

basedapproach to DTE Network+research and a selection of projects basedon our current

consortium s̓expertise.

• Launch Event Stakeholder Consultation – a discussionof the methodology surroundingour

recent consultation with stakeholdersand the subsequent development of key challenges

surroundingtransport decarbonisation.

• Challenge Frameworks – five visual representations of key challenges developed by our

stakeholders and consortium presented over varying time horizons. These aim to highlight

the researchandinnovation intereststo beexploredover thecomingyearsto aidinremoving

emissionsfrom transportation.

Themotivation behindthe informationcontainedwithinthisdocument isto provideinformation

on this consortiumʼsefforts, and background for individuals interested in participating in our

upcoming funding calls and/ornetwork activities. Work within this consortium aims to provide

someadditional resourceto facilitate the crossdisciplinaryworktowardsdecarbonisingtransport

throughelectrification.
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In October 2019,theUKgovernment announceditsdevelopment of atransportdecarbonisation

plan (TDP). DuringMarch 2020, the Department for Transport(DfT) publishedDecarbonisingDecarbonising

Transport:Setting theChallengeTransport:Setting theChallengewith sixstrategicprioritiesidentified to builda structuretowards

theTDP. TheDTE Network+workstreamsare alignedwith all six.Furthermore, theDTE Network+

has established a presence within the Department for Transport, Transport Research and

Innovation Board (TRIB). Thereport̓ sstrategicprioritiesare listed below andhowthey alignwith

this networksworkstreams is explained.

WS1.3-Green TaxiingDemonstrator

WS2.3 -Railway feederstations

WS2.4 -Low carbongenerationon the

railwayelectrification network

WS3 -Electricity asa transportfuel

WS4.3 -Planning,

economics,environmental

WS4.4 -Policy

WS4.3 -Planning,economics,

environmental

WS4.4 -Policy

WS1.2-Connected AutonomousVehicles

WS4.1- HumanFactors

WS1.1-Electric Powertrains

WS2.1-Extending/buildingcharginginfrastructure

WS2.2 -Dynamic chargingon the road

WS3 -Supply of electricity asa transportfuel

WS2.2 -Dynamic chargingon the road

WS2.3 -Railway feederstations

WS3 -Supply of electricity asa transportfuel

WS4.2 -BigData,Cybersecurity
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The interdisciplinary nature of transport decarbonisation requires a whole system approach to

maintain a holistic and systemic viewpoint. Therefore, this Network+has developed, and will

sustain,aninterdisciplinaryteam tohelpsolve thechallengessurroundingdecarbonisingtransport

andwill be able to respondquicklyto changesin the transportand energy landscape.

TheDTENetwork+willpioneernewwaysofengagingandparticipatingwith industry,government,

regulators, and end users. Throughthe rigourof academic research and consistent stakeholder

involvement, the outputs of this Network+will be successfully applied to the real problems of

decarbonising the transport sector which will be critical to ensuring the future deployment of

a flexible, open, and multiservice infrastructure. The DTE Network+also contains mechanisms

to support early career researchers and our work stream approach enables us to widen the

dissemination of any results.

NetworkStructure
TheWhole System Approach
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The activity within the DTE Network+project isdistributed acrossfourWork Streams. Using this

multidisciplinaryworkstreamapproachallows the network to cover a breadth of researchtopics

and spot interdisciplinary synergieswhere they exist.

The fourdedicated workstreamsare:

WorkStream 1 Vehicles andAssociatedtechnologies

WorkStream 2 ChargingInfrastructure

WorkStream 3 Supply of electricity asa transportfuel

WorkStream 4 Smart Mobility

5
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Under this stream, research efforts are aimed at advancements in specific transport system

modal categories(road,rail,aerospaceandmaritime). Theworkstreamemploys a“cradleto grave

approach”when evaluating anddevelopingnew technologies and innovations for decarbonising

the transport sector.

Energy intensity targetscan be achieved by the reduction ingrossenergy consumption;increase

in instantaneous powertrain efficiency; and increase in average powertrain efficiency. On the

other hand,power density improvement onpropulsionsystemsmustbe addressedby exploring

new frontiers such as in superconductors and novel materials in order to achieve comparable

performancewiththermal engines,particularly foraerospaceapplicationswith hybrid/fullelectric

propulsion. Advanced wide-bandgap power electronics technologies and new materials and

structuresfor electric machineswill be investigated to provide a high-efficiency andhighenergy

density solution. A strategic plan laying out technology integration targets will be developed

throughinvestigation of current andfuture technology offerings.

Vehicles&AssociatedTechnologies
WorkStream 1

Leader: Professor PatrickChi-KwongLuk
CranfieldUniversity
Contact: p.c.k.luk@cranfield.ac.uk
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The Electric Powertrain streamuses a “cradle to grave”approach to evaluate a suite of electric

motors optimised for each of the transport sectors, consideringuser requirements from design

to manufacturing, and from vehicle operation to disposal / reuse with the aim to improve

efficiencies, increase performance and reduce costs at each stage. Thisstreamwill conduct life

cycle analysis of competing electric powertrains and exploremodularmotor design studies on

traction/propulsionmotors forroad,railand aircraftapplications.Dissemination andcompetition

events on electric powertrains areenvisioned asoutputsof thiswork.

Themodularmotor designstudiesenvision amodularmotorwith a unique toroidal statorwhich

allowsfordynamicandflexibleelectricdrivetraintechnologiestobedeployed.Themodularmotor

can embody different motor technologiesfromclassical(e.g.permanentmagnet) to radical (e.g.

superconducting)into anintegratedmotor.Thisprovidesavery robuststrategysufficient tomeet

the supply chainand technical challenges inthe automotive, rail,marine andaerospacesectors.

Stream 1.1
Electric Powertrains
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Covers technological (Cranfield) and Human Factors (Cardiff) topics including dynamics &

control, guidance&navigation, decision making,sensor fusion, data& information fusion. Since

Connected AutonomousVehicle (CAV) R&D lends itself well to promotingMobility as a Service

(MaaS) and/orshared ownership such that we could see a reduction in road vehicles used for

domestic, pleasure andworkcommute purposes.

Human Factors such as user needs and expectations, attitudes and behaviours associated

with MaaS and shared ownership of electric powered CAVswill be developed usingCranfieldʼs

Multi-user Environment for Autonomous Vehicle Innovation (MUEAVI) platform, which is a

new purpose built experimental facility for developments of on and off highway,groundand

airborne autonomoussolutions.In addition, questionnaires,interviews and experimental studies

(e.g. usingdriving simulations) will be used to gather data on user needs and experiences. This

stream will conduct scenario-basedstudies on the impacts of technological developments on

autonomous&connected vehicles usingtheMUEAVI platform.It will alsoinvestigatethe human

factors related to the use of CAVs.

Mobilityasa Service (MaaS)

AutonomousandDriven Platform CargoCapsulePeople Mover Capsule

Stream 1.2
Connected AutonomousVehicles
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By combining the Electric Powertrain and Connected Autonomous Vehicle, this stream

proposes Green Taxiingas a technology demonstrator for a decarbonised transport system.

The environmental case for zeroemissionstaxiof short haul airlinershasbeen demonstrated as

feasible usingon-boardsystems retrofitted to current aircraft̓ smain landinggear.

Currently, the powered taxi solution is a wheel tug. There are concerns that this nose-wheel

driven solution lacks traction for wet runway operations. Safran and Airbus have announced

commercialisation of amain-gear-wheeldriven solution.However, since it usesaircraft̓ sauxiliary

power unit, this is not the long-termzeroemission solution requiredby future targets. TaxiBot is

the most advanced and environmentally friendly electric taxiingsystem, and involves a semi-

robotic pilot-controlled electric vehicle for dispatch towing. It has some key drawbacks suchas

groundoperator involvement andpotential longdelays due to connecting anddisconnecting. It

also lacksagility andmanoeuvrability. Thisstreamwill develop a designstudy of the concept of

greentaxiingby exploitingthe teamʼsexpertise onelectric drives, autonomousvehicles, airframe

designandmodular design&manufacture.

Thisstreamwill look at:

• Adesignstudyof the concept of an autonomousmodular greentaxiingsystem

• Formulating a simulation of the Green Taxiingwithin Cranfieldʼs Digital Aviation Research

TechnologyCentre (DARTeC)

Stream 1.3
Green Taxiing
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The decarbonisation of transport through electrification relies on the parallel development of

charging and electrical infrastructure. The network will consider the current status of various

technologies and physical infrastructures as well as the impact of emerging technologies e.g.

wireless chargingand dynamic charging.It will consider the current status of technologies and

physicalinfrastructuresaswell astheimpactofemergingtechnologies, includingwireless charging.

Workingwith the other work streams, awhole systems approachwill be adopted for exploring

the implications of radical transformations in energy and transport systems. Close cooperation

with cities, regions, road operators, public transport operators and other relevant stakeholders

will be established asmany of the proposedmeasuresdo not need new legislation and can be

adoptedwith localsupport.Stakeholder involvement will becritical to ensurethe deployment of

a flexible,open,multi-serviceinfrastructure.Finally, the transitional roleof the technologiesused

to achieve emissionreduction goalswill be assessed.

ChargingInfrastructure
WorkStream 2

Leader:Dr.Pietro Tricoli
BirminghamUniversity
Contact: p.tricoli@bham.ac.uk
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This stream will look at the development of charging and/or fuelling infrastructure for EVs,

including the development of (smart) integration of these vehicles with grid capacity, flexible

demandandenergystorage.It will alsolookathowto enable the integrationof autonomousland

and air vehicles and the analysis of regional disparity for charging infrastructure (spatial urban

planning versusrural,populationdensity).

This stream will look at the distribution and transmission network requirements for dynamic

charging.Themagnetic circuit designs for this application and their relative performances; how

demandpatterns for dynamic chargingwouldmanifest and any installationʼsimpact on the grid;

safety issuessurroundingsuccessful implementation of highpowermagnetic field systems. The

streambuildson an existingcollaborationwithNational Grid.

Stream 2.1
Extending &Building ChargingInfrastructure

Stream 2.2
Dynamic Chargingon the roadand itsapplicability
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Thisstreamwill considerthe useof railway feeder stationsin anintegratedmobility concept (e.g.

railway stations fitted with EV charging,combined tickets for railtransport andcharging)

Railway feeder stations as a keycomponent of smart gridsto aid the storageandoptimised use

of electricity.

For this objective the Southampton National Infrastructure Systems model for transport can

be used. Thismodel can forecast the use of rail stations up to 2100, using a combination of

external scenarios and internal strategies,alongwith energy/electricity requirements. Additional

modelling could determine the use of access and egress modes and the resultant energy/

electricity requirements.A rollingprogrammeof hubdevelopment couldthen be determined.

Stream 2.3
RailwayFeederStations
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Attractive opportunities are offered by the integration of low carbon generation on the railway

electrification network usingthe smart grids concept, although this is rather challenging for the

railway asoff-the-shelfsolutions donot currently exist.

Thisresearchstreamwill be focussedon:

• TechnologiesusingSmart Soft Open Points for the reduction of power losses based on a

better control of the power flowwith energy storageandpowerdistributiongrids

• MediumvoltageDCtraction powersupplysystems toreducethe costof the railwayelectrical

infrastructure by increasing the distance between railway substations, eliminating neutral

sections and negative phase sequence currents, and allowing connection to the power

distributiongridrather than the sub-transmissionnetwork

Stream 2.4
LowCarbonGenerationon the Railway Network
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The effectiveness of decarbonisingthe transport sector is largely dependent on the extent to

whichthe powersector isdecarbonised.In orderto fully achieve the decarbonisationof transport

we need to reinforce both sectors and make these systems smarter. Electricity networks and

transportare increasinglyinteracting inan unprecedentedmannerwith the potential to give rise

to a newmergedindustry.

This research stream will look at the short,medium and long-term challenges associated with

electricity as an energy carrier for different low-carbon transportmodes and carbon intensive

services (cars,trainsand electric aircraft). Mappingthiswith planned electricity generationmixes

in the UK upto 2040 iskeyto futureproofingsupply.

This work stream will closely collaborate with WS1 and WS2 to identify the technological,

infrastructural,and regulatory changes needed to deliver energy demand reduction. In addition

to modelling the supply of electricity as a transport fuel, the electricity demand for transport

will also be taken into account, and made dependent on different market /business scenarios,

resulting from different levels of demand-side and supply-side incentives to accelerate the

markettake-upof lowcarbon transportmodes.Thewhole-system framework acrosssectorswill

allow the cost-effectiveness of decarbonisationto be assessedmore holistically.

Supply of electricity asaTransportFuel
WorkStream 3

Leader: ProfessorManuHaddad
CardiffUniversity
Contact: Haddad@cardiff.ac.uk
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Areasof focus for thisworkstreamare:

• Analysis of geographicaldistributionof demand as aresult of low-carbon transportmodes

• Optimising theuseof renewables

• Studying the cost of, and interactionbetween demand-sideand supply-sidemeasures.

• Investigating the carbon footprint reduction of low-carbon transportmodes by considering

synergies and interaction with renewable energy sources, local energy generation, storage

andmanagement systems

• Exploring synergiesbetween power gridsand rail electrification lineswith power electronics

technologies

• Analysing charging infrastructure deployment in combination with grid edge technologies

(decentralized generation,microgrids,storage, and smart buildings) & integrationwith smart

grids

• Increased reliability, resilience,efficiency, and assetutilization of the overall system usinggrid

edgedevices

• EVs as a sourceof flexibility, vehicle-to-everything (V2X)

15



Smart Mobility
WorkStream 4

Leader: ProfessorCarolFeatherston
CardiffUniversity
Contact: FeatherstonCA@cardiff.ac.uk

Smart Mobility isbasedarounddeliveringa systemwhich is:

• Flexible:multiple transportationmodes allow travellers to choosewhichworksbest for a

given situation

• Efficient: the traveller gets to theirdestinationwithminimal disruptionand inas little time as

possible

• Integrated: the full route is planneddoor-to-door,regardlessofmodes of transport used.

• Clean: transportationmoves away frompollution-causingvehicles to zero-emissionones.

• Safe: fatalities and injuriesare drastically reduced

Todeliver thisweneedtomakesignificantchanges,butthisshifthasalreadybegun.Newbusiness

models inspiredby the sharingeconomy anddisruptive technologies are usheringin an exciting

new age in transportation: the era of smartmobility. The arrival of on-demand ride services like

Uber, real-time ride-sharing services, car-sharingand bike sharingprograms, and thousands of

miles of urbanbikelanes are all changinghowpeople get around.Commuters no longerneed to

own a car to have one at their disposal. They don t̓have to pre-arrangecarpools to share a ride

with others headed in the same direction. They needn t̓ wait for a ride home when it̓ spouring

down rain and thereʼsnot an empty cab in sight.

Automakers increasingly see themselves as both productmanufacturers and mobility services

companies. In addition to developing next-generation connected and autonomous vehicles

that will improve traffic flows and safety, automakers are investing in a wide swath of new

mobility services—everythingfrom car-sharingand rental services to multi-modal trip-planning

applications.

16



Thereʼsnoquestionthat consumershave beenthe primarybeneficiaries ofnewmobility services.

The question facing urban planners is how todayʼs expanded mobility ecosystem can help

advance public policy goals such as encouraging higher productivity and reducing congestion,

while bringingrelated benefits such as fewer traffic accidents, better air quality, and a smaller

urban footprint for parking.

We need to lookat the feasibilityof usingalternative transportationmodesto helpmetropolitan

areas reduce traffic congestion without spending tens of billions of pounds on new roads,

tunnels, and light rail.What are the most promisingstrategies? Which approachesworkbest in

which cities?Howcan automakersandtransportation officialsworktogether to addresschanging

mobility needs?

In thisworkstreamwe lookat how fourcrosscutting themes canbeusedto deliver this vision:

17



Human Factors
Stream 4.1

Howwe change ourrelationshipwith the useof vehicles?

Themove to this autonomous,sharedtransport systemswill requirea transition inhowwe view

our relationship anduseof vehicles. Factors suchas handover andhandbackofmanual controls

within highly automated vehicles, designing human-machine interfaces for fully autonomous

vehicles andtrustinautomatedvehicleswhennegotiatingjunctions,othertraffic,pedestriansand

cyclists. Issues related to shared travel, exploring the humanmotivations and decision-making

consideringphysicalmobility, inrelationtotheability touseamodeoftransport,userperceptions,

expectations, knowledge and social factors, includingperceptions of trust, communication and

collaboration.

BigData andCyberSecurity
Stream 4.2

Howdowe fosterbalanceddevelopment of all transportmodes?

One of the frustrationsof urbantransportsystems isthe lackof co-ordinationbetween different

transportproviders.We want to knowhow to getfromAto B aseasily aspossible,whether that̓ s

on foot,by bicycle, electric scooter,metro, bus,train,hirecarortaxi– oramixture.In the pastwe

didn t̓have enoughdata to know.Nowwe do, andwehave the connected smartphones to help

usvisualise it all.

18



A Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan fosters a balanced development of all relevant transport

modes,while encouraginga shift towardsmore sustainablemodes.

Considering:

• Public transport:provideastrategytoenhancethequality,security,integrationandaccessibility

of public transportservices

• Non-motorisedtransport:raisingthe attractiveness, safety andsecurity ofwalkingandcycling

• Inter-modality: contributingto a better integration of the different modes

• Urban road safety: improving road safety based on an analysis of the main road safety

problemsand riskareas in the concerned urbanarea

• Road transport:optimisingtheuseof existingroadinfrastructure consideringreallocating road

space to othermodes of transport

• Urban logistics: including urban freight delivery, while reducing related externalities like

emissionsof GHG, pollutants andnoise

• Mobility management: fosteringchangetowardsmore sustainablemobility patterns

Planning,Economics andthe Environment
Stream 4.3

Howdoweget fromAto B aseasily aspossible?

19



Policy
Stream 4.4

Howdowe implement sustainablegovernance?

This stream aims to explore fully the role of transport policy, infrastructure planning, energy

infrastructure deployment and policy makingat national, regional and local level on transport

decarbonisation. Sustainable governance and regulatory appraisal of the interdependencies

between infrastructureplans (road,railand airborne)isessential for effective carbonreduction.

20



During the DTE Network+launch event a consultation was conducted to identify the key

challenges andpriorities for this consortiumʼsefforts aswell as to identify the mediumand long

termchallenges surroundingtransport decarbonisation.

Over 200 individuals participated in the consultation activity and many unique ideas and

challengeswere identified. Participants representedmany different industriesand thus formed

a very diverse group. Ideas were categorised and fitted to the appropriate work streams and

key opportunities were identified. These will be considered in the feasibility and pilot projects

within this network over the medium to long-term.It isour intention to organiseworkshopsand

sandpitevents thatwill focusentirely onmediumandlongtermgoals.Thequestionsaskedinthe

roadmapexercisewere:

• What are the challenges to be addressedby the network?

• What are the short-term,medium term and long-termpriority issues?

• How the industry could engagewith the researchers?

• How the DTE Network+researchcouldbenefit your industry/sector?

• What are the other sectors /themes to be addressedto achieve thewhole systemapproach

and integration?

Stakeholder Consult
ConsultationMethodology
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We wouldliketo thankthose listedfortheircontributionto the report. We welcomeall feedback

and encourageyou to communicate any ideas youmay havewith us. We would likeyou to be

partof theDTENetwork+asanenourmousamount of effort isrequiredto tackledecarbonisation

of transport throughelectrification.

Duringour launch event we were delighted to see 200+participants covering awide range of

stakeholdersfromvarious sectors.

Stakeholder Consult
Participants
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Mediumand longterm challengescan be harderto identify but therewere several interestingideasreceived. It is important to note that there

will be further development of themediumand longtermchallenges astheDTE Network+projectprogresses.
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Optimisation of Intermittent Electrification of Rail Transport for Near-Term
Decarbonisation

Dr Will Midgley, Dr Bilal Abdurahman, Dr Chris Ward, and Dr Tim Harrison Loughborough University

Introduction
The UK rail network must be decarbonised to meet the UK Governmentʼs 2050 net zero commitment
[1]. Electrifying incrementally/continuously has operational benefits but is expensive, costing around
£2M-£3M per single-track kilometre [2]. Electrifying intermittently (i.e., leaving unelectrified gaps)
might allow the UK to cut its greenhouse gas emissions faster and more cheaply in the short term
than electrifying incrementally. This work investigated the feasibility of intermittent electrification and
developed a method for finding the optimal intermittent electrification strategy for cutting emissions
the fastest.

Modelling
An initial model developed by the team presented a high-fidelity model of a 5-car electric-diesel bi-
mode rail vehicle that allowed detailed modelling of the CO2 emissions of these trains when meeting
a given timetable [3]. This project built on that model by improving the speed control and the
modelling of individual components such as the electric motors. A battery pack based on a high-
charge/discharge lithium-titanite oxide (LTO) battery module has been modelled and installed on the
train. This was used to investigate the battery-electric hybrid trainʼs traction performance, and the
feasibility and energy benefits of replacing diesel engines with batteries on trains running on
intermittently electrified tracks. Optimal battery sizes were also identified for given percentages of
optimal intermittent electrification. The optimal electrification strategy devised in [4] was improved to
include the energy consumption for both directions of travel, as opposed to a single travel direction.
The Newbury-Plymouth route was divided into 50 5.6-km sections and the maximum energy
consumption for each direction of travel was selected as the energy footprint for each section. The
optimal intermittent electrification method was then found using the strategy in [4].

Results
Optimal intermittent electrification can reduce operational CO2 emissions by up to 54% when
compared to the same length of continuous electrification [4]. This happens at 50% of route
electrification as shown in Figure 1. At full electrification, both intermittent and continuous
electrification provide the same operational CO2 saving.

30



Figure 1: CO2 saved from discontinuous (intermittent) and continuous electrification [4]

Replacing a diesel engine with a battery can allow energy savings as the battery-electric train can
recover energy during braking through regenerative braking. Of the 2.5MWh required to move a fully
laden 5-car Class 80x train with the weight diesel engines from Plymouth to Newbury, approximately
1.2MWh of this energy is available for recuperation through regenerative braking.

Modelling was used to determine the required battery capacity for the train at different extents of
intermittent electrification (see Figure 2), where the battery was sized to ensure its state of charge
(SOC) never dropped below 20%, and an additional 25% capacity was added to account for battery
wear over its lifetime. (This, taken with the high-power requirements, explains the higher-than-
expected battery capacities for low amounts of electrification.)

The amount of energy saved (recuperated) by the battery is also included in Figure 2. Also included in
Figure 2 is the results of a ʻcommon sense manual approachʼ to optimization that consists of longer
10-km stretches of electrification centred on stations and the hilly section connecting Totnes and
Ivybridge (the triangle and square at 36% electrification). This produced a much lower battery size
(around half the size) as these sections include much of the high-power demand for the route. In
contrast, the discretised method is constrained to using 5.6-km sections which can result in different
choices for electrification.

At 36% of optimal electrification, the battery would undergo an average of 5475 cycles per year at 5
trips per day (approximately 15 cycles per day), a standard LTO datasheet [5] suggests that the
batteries would be able to operate for about 1.1 year (at 550C) before their capacity is reduced to
80%. At this point they may need to be replaced and the old batteries could be used for lineside
storage or recycled.
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Figure 2: Effect of intermittent electrification on battery size and energy saved

Conclusion
This study has shown that intermittent electrification would provide the fastest means of
decarbonising the UK railway, saving up to 50% more CO2 than continuous electrification. It also shows
that battery infill for electrified sections is feasible, to allow complete decarbonisation of the rail
network whilst electrification progresses. However, practical considerations for intermittent
electrification and battery infill remain, including raising and lowering of pantographs at speed, the
connection of two adjacent electrified sections and end-of-use considerations for traction batteries.
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A data-driven approach for optimal distribution network operation with rapid
charging infrastructure and large-scale battery storage

Dr. Chun Sing Lai and Professor Gareth Taylor, Brunel Interdisciplinary Power Systems Research
Centre, Brunel University London

Project Description and Methodology
This project develops an innovative toolkit to enable the active management of distribution networks
to maximise the large-scale battery profit and to maintain distribution networksʼ voltage limits. The
toolkit will support energy storage investments in distribution networks. The power dispatch strategy
for large-scale batteries aims to enhance the performance of distribution networks and considers EVs
charging demand, photovoltaic power generation and electricity arbitrage. The Twin Delayed Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient (TD3), a reinforcement learning method which works in environments
with continuous action space, is used to perform the power dispatch of large-scale battery.

Figure 1: System Context

Fig. 1 presents the basic components of a distribution network with EV charging stations, renewable
power generation including solar, and large-scale batteries. The project employs the following
methodology: consider that the distribution network operator has access to large-scale batteries
owned by a third-party company, the objective for the energy management system is to maximise
the profit of the large-scale battery. The voltage constraints are considered and to maintain a healthy
voltage level of the distribution network.
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Fig. 2. Power flow and voltage level of the distribution network.

Preliminary Results and Collaboration
This project utilises smart EV charging (SMC) data from UK Power Networkʼs recent project, Project
Shift, and photovoltaic data of Great Britain for case studies. After TD3 is trained with the forecast
data, the dispatch strategy can work effectively with real-time data or environment as shown in Fig.
2. The distribution network can charge the large-scale batteries during off-peak hours and provide
electricity to charging stations during high and rapid charging demand. Local renewable power
generation such as solar can be used to meet the local charging demand, to be stored in battery
storage, or to export to the grid. Fig. 3 presents the Levelized Cost of Storage (LCOS) results which
provides the economic comparisons between different types of energy storage operating methods
and consideration of charging demand.

Fig. 3. Levelized Cost of Storage analysis.
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As the LCOS is lower than the average retail electricity price when below 10% Weighted Average Cost
of Capital (WACC), the use of large-scale battery can be a viable option. The ongoing research includes
a detailed financial analysis of the large-scale battery investment. A journal article is under
preparation to report the novel power dispatch methodology. International collaboration has been
formed with Guangdong University of Technology, China and one conference article has been
published. The work has paved ideas for developing a research proposal with the DTE consortium
members on wireless charging technology.
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Design of Wireless Charging Lane Infrastructure
Petrina Constantinou, Jose Escribano Macias, Panagiotis Angeloudis

Imperial College London

The transport industry represented 27% of all UK greenhouse gas emissions in 2017, with 90% of
which being attributed to road transportation. Despite improvements in technology over the last three
decades, emissions only decreased by 4%, compared to a 47% decrease in the industrial sector. These
increases took place despite improvements in automotive technologies, motor efficiency and policy
efforts, and are attributed to increased road traffic.

Extensive efforts are currently underway in the UK to promote the electrification of transport. In terms
of public transport, buses constitute about 60% of all trips and particularly in London, where about
half of bus trips take place, the number of journeys has increased by 20% since 2005, illustrating that
electrifying the bus network offers a significant opportunity to reduce emissions.

Even though the implementation of electric buses is a promising solution, there are some aspects that
confine their usage, such as the limited driving range and the long recharging times which translates
into a requirement for larger fleets to compensate for the downtime due to charging. An alternative
solution is the adoption of wireless charging lane (WCL) technology. This technology allows the bus
to charge while on the move, increasing the driving range and reducing the downtime for recharging.
This results in a reduction in demand for fixed charging infrastructure as well as fleet sizes.

Network optimisation, combined with reduced battery size, can also reduce bus procurement and
battery renewal costs through increased utilisation and other cost-savings. To date, the studies
carried out to estimate the infrastructure requirements to implement WCL have severe limitations that
preclude their realistic application. As an example, energy consumption is generally assumed constant
and independent of traffic congestion, which simplifies the relationships between velocity, emissions,
and start-and-go traffic. Several studies do consider some of these aspects, but seldom incorporate
them simultaneously.

Neglecting these relationships may lead to serious operational consequences, such as buses running
out of electricity, or requiring shutting down on-board services such as heating and air conditioning.
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The aim of this study is to optimize the deployment of wireless charging infrastructure for the electric
bus system. The main contribution of this study is the formulation of a stochastic model where
variations in traffic, temperature, and passenger loading are considered. A two-stage stochastic
programming model has been established to identify the best location of the WCL along with the
optimal on-board battery size for every bus route while also considering all the possible energy
consumption scenarios. The objective of the model is to minimize the total cost requirements of the
WCL set up.

The total cost is the summation of the following three major components:
• The cost of building the WCL,
• The cost of on-board battery for the entire bus fleet
• A penalty attributed when the battery level falls below the designated threshold.

Associated with the said objective function, there are three main constraints:
• The buses are assumed to be fully charged at the beginning of the route,
• The buses will never run out of power while in operation,
• The battery is only charged when the bus is using a WCL lane,
• Energy consumption continuity is maintained throughout the bus route.

The battery discharge rate is calculated considering five sources of energy loss, namely: energy loss
due to friction or rolling resistance, aerodynamic resistance, road gradient, vehicle acceleration, and
energy loss due to auxiliary systems usage. The developed two stage-stochastic programming model
was used to carry out an analysis using public domain data for the area of London. At an initial stage,
22 London central bus routes have been considered. To determine the benefits of WCL, two different
scenarios have been studied: one with WCL-base recharge and another with only stationary charging
facilities installed at the two ends of each bus route. The scenario where WCL has been used resulted
on average in 36% reduction of battery size requirements, and over £300,000 savings in procurement
costs in comparison to the scenario where WCL have been neglected.

A more extensive sensitivity analysis is carried out with additional considerations to the model. This
instance incorporates the bus fleet size as a decision variable and can be used to jointly determine
the optimal operational requirements in terms of battery size, WCL infrastructure, and bus fleet size.
Due to the larger size of the problem caused by the greater number of decision variables, the analysis
is carried out to optimize a single route in central London (line 43). An optimal battery capacity of
348.8 kWh is required, reducing annual costs for the operation of this route by 24% during the 10-
year period considered.
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Further modifications to the model have taken place to improve speed prediction of the bus, as speed
is one of the main sources of uncertainty in our model. Machine learning framework has been used
for the development of vehicular speed prediction in an urban context with heterogeneous traffic
states. For this study, London bus route 9 has been used as a case study. From the studied models,
the best accuracy was obtained by the random forest classifier, correctly predicting the speed class in
53.3% of occasions, while in 86.6% of the occasions the model predicts the correct speed class or only
misses it by one class (either the immediately faster or slower class). The random forest classifier
resulted in the lowest mean average error (MAE) of 1.94 mph.

Future work will focus in applying the improved model to the full London bus network. Such an
endeavour will require the development of bespoke heuristic algorithms to overcome the
dimensionality problem caused by several non-linearities, stochastic components, and large number
of decision variables that describe the system.
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